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1. Overview
This Annual Progress Summary highlights the major National Radio Astronomy Observatory (NRAO)
accomplishments against the Fiscal Year (FY) 2011 Program Operating Plan. Detailed descriptions of
these activities are available in the four FY 2011 NRAO Quarterly Status Updates submitted to the
National Science Foundation (NSF).

2. Science Highlights
Numerous significant and exciting scientific results were obtained in FY 2011 by observers from around
the world using NRAO research facilities, as described below.
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA)
Early Science Begins: The Joint ALMA Observatory (JAO) began Early Science Operations on schedule
on Friday, 30 Sep 2011 with 16 antennas in the array, of which 11 were North American General
Dynamics/Vertex RSI antennas, four were Japanese, and one was European. Science Verification Data
included science data and images of the iconic interacting ‘Antennae’ galaxies, NGC 4038/4039. A multiwavelength composite of these galaxies included ALMA data from Bands 3, 6, and 7, and showed detail
surpassing all other views at these wavelengths. NRAO, NSF and General Dynamics press releases
provide additional information on this historic ALMA achievement, including images, High Definition
video, a webcast, and these first astronomical images.
Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA)
A Molecular Einstein Ring at z = 3.93: High resolution EVLA imaging of the low order CO line
emission from the z = 3.93 submm galaxy MM18423+5938, and optical and near-IR imaging using the
CFHT show that the CO emission is consistent with a complete Einstein ring with a major axis diameter
indicative of lensing. The lensing galaxy is identified as a very red elliptical coincident with the geometric
center of the ring and estimated its photometric redshift z ~ 1.1.
Publication: J.F. Lestrade (Observatoire de Paris), C. L. Carilli (NRAO), K. Thanjavur (CFHT, Univ Victoria), J-P.
Kneib (Laboratoire d’Astrophysique de Marseille), D. Riechers (Caltech), F. Bertoldi (Univ Bonn), F. Walter
(MPIfA), A. Omont (Institut d’Astrophysique), 2011 ApJL, 739, L30.
IC10, a Star Formation Laboratory in a Dwarf Galaxy: The EVLA’s increased sensitivity enables the
study of the radio continuum and polarization properties of the post-starburst, dwarf irregular galaxy
IC 10 at a linear resolution of ~ 50 pc. Close agreement is found between radio continuum and Hα
emission. Analysis shows that the thermal component contributes 50% to the total radio emission, the
remainder being due to a non-thermal component with a surprisingly steep radio spectral index that
suggests substantial radiation losses of the cosmic-ray electrons.
Publication: V. Heesen (Univ Hertfordshire); U. Rau and M.P. Rupen (NRAO); E. Brinks (Univ Hertfordshire), D.A.
Hunter (Lowell Obs), 2011 ApJL, 739, L23.
The Birth of a Relativistic Outflow in an Unusual γ-ray Transient: EVLA, VLA, Gemini, and Swift
observations have revealed the birth of a relativistic jet due to a stellar accretion event onto a
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supermassive black hole. Swift identified an unusual transient event that was then observed with groundbased telescopes. These data lead to a positional coincidence with the nucleus of an inactive galaxy, and
provide direct evidence for a newly formed relativistic outflow, launched by transient accretion onto a
million solar mass black hole.
Publication: B.A. Zauderer, E. Berger, A.M. Soderberg, A. Loeb, and R. Narayan (CfA); D.A. Frail (NRAO) et al.,
2011 Nature 476, 425.
Resolution of the Compact Radio Continuum Sources in Arp 220: A decade of monitoring of the
most luminous Ultra-Luminous Infrared Galaxy in the local Universe, Arp 220, with the VLA, VLBA and
GBT in global VLBI arrays has revealed a supernova factory and yielded images on sub-parsec scales,
allowing the supernovae remnants (SNR) to be resolved from the supernovae. Magnetic fields strengths
in the SNR shells are15-50 mG, indicating the fields are internally generated.
Publication: F. Batejat, J.E. Conway, and R. Hurley (Onsala); R. Parra (ESO), P.J. Diamond (CSIRO), Colin J.
Lonsdale (MIT Haystack), Carol J. Lonsdale (NAASC-NRAO) 2011, ApJ, 740, 95.
Modeling the Magnetic Field in the Galactic Disk: Polarization measurements of Faraday rotation
have revealed that the magnetic field in the inner Galaxy closely follows the spiral arms, while in the
outer Galaxy, the field is purely azimuthal. The models contain no reversals in the outer Galaxy and
suggest the existence of a single reversed region that spirals out from the Galactic center.
Publication: C.L. Van Eck, J.C. Brown, J.M. Stil, K. Rae (Univ Calgary); S.A. Mao (CfA, ATNF); B.M. Gaensler (Univ
Sydney), A. Shukurov (Univ Newcastle), A.R. Taylor (Univ Calgary), M. Haverhorn (ASTRON, Leiden Univ), P.P.
Kronberg (Univ Toronto, LANL), N.M. McClure-Griffiths (ATNF), 2011 ApJ, 728, 97.
Advances in Imaging Masers: Fish et al used the EVLA Ka-band receivers to acquire the first high
resolution imaging of the Class I, 36GHz methanol masers in a dense star-forming region, DR21. Class I
masers are likely shock heated, and trace an early, dense star formation phase. The pronounced "Scurve” in Stokes V implies a very large magnetic field if interpreted as Zeeman splitting, and thus higher
densities than previously believed.
Publication: V.L. Fish (Haystack), T.C. Muehlbrad (Haystack, TX Lutheran Univ), P. Pratap (Haystack), L.O.
Sjouwerman (NRAO), V. Strelnitski (Univ NM), Y.M. Pihlstrom (Univ NM, NRAO), T.L. Bourke (CfA), 2011 ApJ, in
press.
Imaging Molecular Gas in Lensed Lyman Break Galaxies: The EVLA Ka-band system has performed
the first imaging of molecular gas in normal star-forming galaxies at high redshift (z ~ 3 Lyman Break
Galaxies). Two strongly lensed sources were detected in CO1-0. The gas masses, gas fractions,
moderate CO excitation, and star formation efficiencies are comparable to low redshift star-forming
galaxies.
Publication: D.A. Riechers (Caltech), C.L. Carilli (NRAO), F. Walter (MPIA), E. Momjian (NRAO), 2010 ApJL, 724,
L153.
Subsonic Cloud Collapse: Pineda et al present the first clear delineation of subsonic cloud
fragmentation in a low-mass star-forming region, Bernard 5, observing this molecular cloud region with
the GBT and the EVLA in NH3 , a dense gas tracer.
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Publication: J.E. Pineda (ESO, Univ Manchester), A.A. Goodman (CfA), H.G.Arce (Yale Univ), P. Caselli (Univ
Leeds), S. Longmore (ESO), S. Corder (NAASC, NRAO), 2011 ApJL, 739, L2/.
Molecular Protocluster: The EVLA was used to image a cluster of molecular gas-rich galaxies at z =
4.1. Three hyperstarburst galaxies (SFR ~ 1000 Mo/yr) are found within a 30” region, an ideal laboratory
for studying clustered, massive galaxy formation in the early Universe.
Publication: C.L. Carilli (NRAO); J. Hodge, F. Walter (MPIA); D. Riechers (Caltech); E. Daddi, H. Dannerbauer
(CEA), G. Morrison (IfA), 2011 ApJL, 739, L33.
Green Bank Telescope (GBT)
Measuring the Metallicity of the Galactic Disk: The metallicity distribution in the Milky Way has
been derived from GBT observations of the electron temperature in 81 Galactic HII regions covering a
range of 5-22 kpc from the Galactic Center. A continuous radial metallicity gradient of -0.04 dex per kpc
with no discontinuities is seen, but there is considerable azimuthal variation in metallicity at a given
radius, implying that the ISM is not well mixed at a given distance from the Galactic center.
Publication: D.S. Balser (NRAO), R.T. Rood (UVA), T.M. Bania (Boston Univ), D.A. Anderson (Boston Univ, Lab
d’Astrophysique de Marseille), 2011 ApJ, 738, 27.
The electron-proton mass ratio limit: Absorption lines from NH3, CS, and H2CO at z ~ 0.685 were
measured by GBT against a background radio galaxy. The inversion and rotational line frequencies have
different dependences on the proton-electron mass ratio, υ, and a comparison between the line
redshifts yielded a 3σ limit ∆υ/υ < 3.6E-7 over 6.2 Gyr, the most stringent limit to date.
Publication: N. Kanekar, 2011 ApJL, 728, L12.
Mapping a cluster merger: Observations of the galaxy cluster MACS0744 with the 3mm bolometer
array MUSTANG show structure in the Sunyaev-Zeldovich effect. The MUSTANG data provide
evidence of a shock that is not apparent in the other tracers, and was likely produced when the infalling
sub-cluster passed through the main core, losing its baryons to ram-pressure stripping.
Publication: P.M. Korngut, S.R. Dicker, E.D. Reese (Univ Penn); B.S. Mason (NRAO); M.J. Devlin, T. Mroczkowski
(Univ Penn); C.L. Sarazin, M. Sun (Univ VA); J. Sievers (CITA), 2011 ApJ, 734, 10.
Discovering millisecond pulsars via gamma ray selection: The GBT discovered 3 millisecond pulsars
(MSPs) in binary systems via a search based on sources selected in gamma rays by Fermi. These
observations imply that most MSPs are efficient gamma ray sources, and verify a new discovery method.
Publication: S.M. Ransom (NRAO) et al. 2011 ApJ, 727, L16.
CO detection in strongly lensed, high z galaxies: The GBT detected CO 1-0 emission from two
strongly lensed z ~ 3 starburst, submillimeter galaxies (SMGs) from the Herschel Atlas survey. The
galaxy redshifts were previously unknown. These observations demonstrate the power of the GBT
Zpectrometer as a redshift machine, and the molecular gas masses exceed 1010 M(sun).
Publication: D.T. Frayer (NRAO) et al., 2011 ApJL, 726, L22.
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Discovering H2O Masers in M31: Five water maser complexes have been discovered in M31 using the
GBT. These will provide the high brightness temperature point sources needed for proper motion
studies of M31, enabling measurement of its full 3D velocity vector and its geometric distance.
Publication: J.D. Darling, 2011 ApJL, in press.
Testing fundamental physics for compact objects: An accurate mass determination for PSG J16142230 makes it the most massive pulsar known and rules out a number of soft equations of state for
nuclear matter including many “exotic” hyperon and kaon models.
Publication: P.B. Demorest (NRAO), T. Pennucci (Univ VA), S.M. Ransom (NRAO), M.S.E. Roberts (Eureka
Scientific), and J.W.T. Hessels (ASTRON, Univ Amsterdam), 2010, Nature, 467, 1081.
Measuring supermassive black hole masses: H2O masers discovered with the GBT enabled a mapping
of the nuclear disk with the High Sensitivity Array. Black hole masses measured for Seyfert galaxies
showed that they lie below the line defined by supermassive black holes in elliptical galaxies.
Publication: C.Y. Kuo (Univ VA); J.A. Braatz, J.J. Condon, C.M.V. Impellizieri, K.Y. Lo (NRAO); I. Zaw (NYU), M.
Schenker (Caltech), C. Henkel (MPIfR), M.J. Reid (CfA), and J.E. Greene (Princeton), 2011 ApJ, 727, 20.
PRebiotic Interstellar MOlecule Survey (PRIMOS): The PRIMOS began in 2007 and continues to be
a valuable resource to astronomers and chemists worldwide for unveiling the mechanistic chemistry of
astronomical environments. Most recently, the PRIMOS team detected one of the largest interstellar
“imines” with the GBT. Both laboratory experiments and computational chemistry theory indicate that
the most favorable route to imine formation in astronomical environments may be hydrogen addition to
radicals. The GBT has detected two structural isomers of ethanimine (CH3CH=NH), including all
energetically favorable transitions between Ku and Q-band.
Publication: A.J. Remijan, P.R. Jewell (NRAO); J.M. Hollis (NASA-Goddard); F.J. Lovas (NIST). ApJS, in prep.
The VLBA Fast Radio Transients Experiment (V-FASTR): Recent discoveries of dispersed, nonperiodic impulsive radio signals have sparked significant interest in exploring the relatively uncharted
space of fast transient radio signals. V-FASTR is an experiment to perform a blind search for fast
transient radio signals using the VLBA. The experiment runs alongside normal VLBA observations and
operations and is made possible by the DiFX software correlator. Using the VLBA for this type of
experiment offers significant advantages over single-dish experiments, including a larger field-of-view, the
ability to easily excise local radio-frequency interference, and the possibility to localize detected events
on the sky to milliarcsecond accuracy.
Publication: R.B. Wayth (Curtin Univ); W.F. Brisken (NRAO); A.T. Deller (NRAO, Berkeley); W.A. Majid, D.R.
Thompson (Caltech); S.J. Tingay (Curtin Univ); K.L. Wagstaff (Caltech), 2011 ApJ, 735, 97.
Fast transient survey data volumes are too large to archive exhaustively. Instead, an online automatic
system must excise impulsive interference and detect candidate events in real time. This case study used
data from multiple stations to perform simultaneous interference excision and transient detection in
experiments with a commensal real-time transient detection system on the VLBA. The multiple-station
algorithms enhanced sensitivity for detection of individual pulses. These strategies could improve
detection performance for future arrays such as the Square Kilometre Array.
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Publication: D.R. Thompson, K.L. Wagstaff (Caltech); W.F. Brisken (NRAO); A.T. Deller (NRAO, Berkeley); W.A.
Majid, S.J. Tingay (Curtin Univ); R.B. Wayth (Curtin Univ), 2011 ApJ, 735, 98.
Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA)
Wide-field VLBA Observations of the Chandra Deep Field South: A new wide-field technique allows
for hundreds of sources to be simultaneously studied and was used to target extragalactic sources in the
Chandra Deep Field South. The results were used to classify sources as AGN or starbursts. With this
advance, VLBI can be used effectively alongside deep surveys with other instruments.
Publication: E. Middleberg (Bochum), A. Deller (NRAO), J. Morgan (INAF, Università Studi, MPIfR), H. Rottmann
(MPIfR), W. Alef (MPIfR), S. Tingay (Curtin Univ), R. Norris (ATNF), U. Bach (MPIfR), W. Brisken (NRAO), and E.
Lenc (ATNF), 2011 A&A 526, 74.
Radio-Optical-Gamma-Ray properties of AGN: Arshakian et al observed 83 AGN detected in
15GHz VLBA and Fermi observations, finding a strong correlation between radio, optical, and gamma
luminosity. Modeling of these correlations with a simple leptonic jet model for blazars indicates that
variations of the accretion disk luminosity (and hence jet power) reproduces the trends observed in
most of the correlations.
Publication: T.G. Arshakian (MPIfR), J. Leon-Tavares (Aalto Univ), M. Boettcher (Ohio Univ), J. Torrealba (INAOE),
V.H. Chavushyan (INAOE), M.L. Lister (Purdue Univ), E. Ros (Univ Valencia, MPIfR), J.A. Zensus (MPIfR), 2011,
submitted A&A.
Radar observations and Shape of Near-Earth Asteroid 2008 EV5: EV5 was observed with the
Arecibo and Goldstone planetary radars and the VLBA. EV5 rotates retrograde and its overall shape is a
400 ± 50 m oblate spheroid. The most prominent surface feature is a ridge parallel to the asteroid’s
equator that is broken by a concavity about 150 m in diameter that is likely an impact crater. Shaking
during the impact and later regolith redistribution may have erased smaller features.
Publication: M.W. Busch (UCLA); S.J. Ostro, L.A.M. Benner, M. Brozovic, J.D. Giorgini, J.S. Jao (Caltech); D.J.
Scheeres (Colorado-Boulder); C. Magri (Univ. Maine); M.C. Nolan, E.S. Howell, P.A. Taylor (Areceibo); J.-L. Margot
(UCLA); W. Brisken (NRAO), 2011 Icarus, 212, 649.

3. Optimizing Science Impact: Observatory Science Operations
3.1 Shared Services
NRAO observing proposal system: Beginning with the proposal deadline of 1 Feb 2011, the NRAO
changed its proposal evaluation and time allocation process to an Observatory-wide panel-based system
that is no longer telescope-based and that depends on community members for scientific evaluation and
the NRAO staff for technical review only. Eight Science Review Panels evaluate all proposals, and there
is a single Time Allocation Committee for all North American NRAO facilities. All NRAO observing
proposals submitted for the 1 Feb 2011 deadline were released for review 15 Feb. The Science Review
Panels completed their work 25 Mar. The TAC recommendations were reviewed and approved at the
Director’s Review on 26 May. Final dispositions were sent to proposers 1 June. The NRAO Call for
Proposals for the 1 Aug deadline was released 1 Jul.
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Science community outreach: NRAO was a major participant in the winter American Astronomical
Society meeting (AAS, Jan 2011, Seattle), the American Association for the Advancement of Science
Annual Meeting (AAAS, Feb 2012, Washington DC), and the summer AAS meeting (May 2011, Boston).
A VLBA-themed science symposium at the AAAS Annual Meeting attracted major media attention. A
NAASC/NRC workshop entitled "ALMA: Extending the Limits of Astrophysical Spectroscopy" was held
15-17 Jan 2011 in Victoria, BC and was attended by 125 scientists from around the world. A major postAstro2010 science conference titled “Building on New Worlds, New Horizons” was co-hosted by NRAO
and AUI in Santa Fe, NM 7-10 Mar 2011. A special Astrophysical Journal Letters issue published the first
year of EVLA Early Science and features 34 papers (20 Sep 2011 ApJL, 739, 1). The 6th NAIC/NRAO
Single Dish Radio Astronomy School was held in GB, 10-16 Jul. A Data Reduction Workshop was held
14-16 Sep in SOC that focused on the challenges associated with wide bandwidth EVLA data. A
successful data-intensive astronomy workshop was held 3-5 May in GB that addressed many of the
current community issues regarding high performance computing.
Science Internet: All science community content was migrated to the Plone content management
system. Staff across the NRAO was trained in the Plone content management system Mar-Apr 2011.
The bulk import of our science web site into Plone occurred mid-Apr, and the site was fully operational
in Plone 1 May. Significant redesign of the science web site was undertaken to accommodate the ALMA
science portal.
Helpdesk, NRAO Science Forum and User Portal: The use of the formal helpdesk system at NRAO,
and that is now implemented with ALMA, has been extremely successful in tracking the support that the
user community is requesting from our scientific staff. Over the past year, all North American facilities
have been included in the Kayako helpdesk system maintained at NRAO. In addition, the ALMA
helpdesk opened in Quarter 2 FY11, before the ALMA Call for Proposals.
Currently, NRAO maintains two instances of the Kayako helpdesk systems, one for its North American
facilities and the other for the International ALMA project. In Quarter 4 FY11 an agreement was
reached whereby the ALMA partners will continue to use one instance of the Kayako helpdesk system
hosted and maintained at NRAO, and the NRAO helpdesk will also be incorporated into this single
database. This will leverage worldwide expertise in many areas and provide users a fully integrated
system of user support for all NRAO facilities.
In addition to the helpdesk, NRAO released the NRAO Science Forums in Q4 FY11. The NRAO
Science Forum provides the observatory’s users with an interactive, online environment for general
discussions on science, project planning, observing strategies, data reduction, data analysis and archive
access. Users are free to exchange questions, offer ideas and suggestions and share tips and tricks with
each other.
Overall, the NRAO Science Forum is a versatile resource for user education, communication, and
troubleshooting. Since this is a forum for users to exchange and discuss their problems, ideas, reduction
scripts, NRAO staff will play a limited moderation role. If a problem cannot be solved from within the
group of users, we encourage users to submit a Helpdesk ticket via our NRAO portals: help.nrao.edu
(all NRAO questions outside ALMA) and help.almascience.org (ALMA).
Authenticated users of the ALMA science portal will soon have their sign-on credentials automatically
authenticated with the NRAO user portal. The process of single sign-on authentication is also necessary
across the ALMA Regional Centers (ARCs). Over the past year, significant progress has been made in
testing the cross authentication between the ALMA and NRAO user databases.
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Virtual Astronomical Observatory: Progress continued on integrating VO-compatible metadata for
ALMA, EVLA, and GBT.
Metrics and Statistics: A metrics database was designed and implemented that includes automatic
monthly updates and a web interface.

3.2 Facility-based Activities
North American ALMA Science Center (NAASC): The NAASC proposal for the FY 2012-15 funding
of NA ALMA Operations was approved for funding by the NSB. Under development since 2007, the
NRAO NAASC entered its full operations phase with the announcement of the Early Science (Cycle 0)
Call for Proposals 31 Mar 2011.
The Cycle 0 Call for Proposals was released 31 Mar and the Observing Tool (OT) and Science Portal
were deployed under a User Support configuration that supports the 3 ALMA Regional Centers after
extensive testing of the local deployments of the Portal, the OT and the Sensitivity Calculator. The OT
has the online and offline versions of Splatalogue interfaced through VO standards and protocols. CASA
has an extensive subset of the Splatalogue database that has been included as a CASA table and made
available to the users. Users access the online version of CASA via the web interface, define their own
search criteria, dump the data to file and upload their own catalog into CASA. Cycle 0 Early Science
observing proposals were due 30 Jun 2011. An impressive 919 proposals were submitted, demonstrating
the community’s great interest in ALMA science. NAASC staff continues to work closely with Early
Science proposers.
A comprehensive series of very successful ALMA Early Science "Community Day" events was organized
by the NAASC and held around the US and Canada Jan-Jun 2011; 900+ astronomers were reached
through these Community Days.
NAASC staff participated in processing science verification data to provide the community with
examples of ALMA data. Scripts with detailed descriptions (CASAguides) were generated to accompany
the data, which were posted to the science portal. NAASC supported testing and deployment of CASA
release 3.2, and the CASA guides were updated. Early Science configuration files for use with ALMA
simulators were posted. Molecular and atomic transitions in Splatalogue were updated. NAASC
participated in the finalization of ops procedures for proposal review, technical assessments, archive,
Science Portal, document templates, and Helpdesk. NAASC made major contributions to the user
documentation: ALMA Cycle 0 Proposers Guide, Technical Handbook, Call for Proposals, and Science
Portal content. NAASC published an ALMA Primer based on final configurations and capabilities.
More than 70 scientists and engineers attended an ALMA development & studies workshop held in
Charlottesville 21-22 Mar to discuss the astronomical motivation for developing new capabilities for
ALMA.
The ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee met in CV 28-29 Sep.
Array Science Center: EVLA commissioning during FY 2011 focused on supporting the delivery of new
receiver bands to the general user community, and preparing for the release of up to 2 GHz bandwidth
(sixteen correlator sub-bands) to general users towards the end of FY 2011. Several key commissioning
milestones were met during FY 2011. The first observations of ephemeris objects took place in Q2,
yielding the first detection of the Pluto/Charon system at wavelengths longer than 3mm. Correlator
modes using increased numbers of spectral channels over a given bandwidth were commissioned and
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made available for RSRO observations in Q2. The first tests of dividing the EVLA into multiple subarrays took place in Q3, and the first astronomical use of the EVLA at 74 MHz were made during a
special observing campaign covering the B, BnA, and A configurations. In Q4 variable bandwidth subbands were enabled for RSRO programs, first pulsar observing with real-time de-dispersion took place,
observing modes for the quiet Sun were tested, and data rates of up to 25 MB/s were made available to
RSRO programs, with correlator dump times as short as 100 ms (for the full array) and 40 ms (for a
subset of antennas). A significant level of commissioning effort came from participants in the Resident
Shared Risk Observing program. A total of 38 visits by 28 individuals provided 4.5 FTEs of effort
throughout FY 2011.
Largely based on the successful commissioning of the initial RSRO capabilities, we were able to offer 16
correlator sub-bands on the EVLA, and up to 2 GHz instantaneous bandwidth, to the general user
community at the 1 Feb 2011 proposal deadline. The Proposal Submission Tool (PST) and Observation
Preparation Tool (OPT) were updated to support the new capabilities, and observations began with the
start of D-configuration in Q4. At the same time we also began to offer the shipment of large datasets
to users on disk drives, to ensure users with slow internet connections at their home institutions are
able to have access to their data. Data also continue to be available to users via FTP.
The goal of mirroring the EVLA archive in Charlottesville was delayed to FY 2012 Q1 due to technical
difficulties associated with achieving the necessary network bandwidth. The increase in data rates and
dataset sizes now available to all users raised the need to educate EVLA users in the latest data
reduction techniques. The ASC hosted a data reduction workshop focusing on the new problems
presented by wide bandwidth EVLA data in Sep 2011, including offering hands-on experience of using
the narrow-field, multi-scale, multi-frequency synthesis algorithms available in CASA release version 3.2.
A full suite of tools is available to the community in support of EVLA observations, including the PST and
OPT, the Archive Access Tool, and post-processing software (CASA, AIPS). A prototype pipeline for
calibrating EVLA data was developed, first in AIPS, and then in CASA. It is now being adapted for parallel
processing in a cluster environment. The ALMA and EVLA pipeline processing software development
efforts were combined during Q4 to better exploit their common elements.
At the same time that the EVLA has been undergoing commissioning the VLBA has also had its
maximum data recording rate increased from 512 Mbps to 2 Gbps through the implementation of the
DiFX software correlator, the installation of the new Mark 5C recording and playback systems, and an
increase in the pool of recording media. Commissioning and scientific verification of this system has
been ongoing throughout FY 2011 with the goal of beginning observations using this system in FY 2012.
As part of preparations for offering the new data rates on the VLBA the PST was updated ahead of the
1 Feb 2011, proposal deadline, and the SCHED software was modified to support the new hardware
set-ups.
Green Bank Science Operations: The GBT on-site data archive expanded to 400 Terabytes. A
Workshop was held on Data intensive astronomy to begin looking into the handling of large
(100+Terabyte) data sets across the observatory. Work continued on improving network connectivity
from GB to enable ready use of off-site data storage. Work was initiated on integrating the CASA single
dish tools with GBTIDL. The end-to-end pipeline for the GBT K-Band Focal Plane Array was completed
and work began on integrating other GBT instruments into it.
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3.3 Training the Next Generation
Twenty-nine undergraduate and graduate students accepted appointments as 2011 summer students; 22
of these students will present their research at the Jan 2012 AAS meeting. Four Co-Op students
continued their appointments. Eight undergraduates continued undergraduate internships. Five graduate
students began or continued work as graduate interns with NRAO mentors. Three graduated students
participated in the Reber Fellowship Program. Pre-docs included a UVA student working in CV, and a
New Mexico Tech student working in Socorro. The Student Observing Support program committee
recommended funding $167,549 to 7 of 24 proposals submitted in Q3; and $81,200 to 6 of 11 proposals
submitted in Q2.

4. Engines of Exploration: Observatory Telescope Operations
4.1 Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array
Atacama Large Millimeter/submillimeter Array (ALMA) Construction
The past year saw excellent progress on ALMA construction, with steady production and delivery of
ALMA components. North American ALMA personnel are deeply engaged in assembly, integration,
verification, and commissioning, and scientific activities. Multiple internal reviews and a comprehensive
ALMA Annual External Review concluded that no fundamental obstacles stood in the way of Early
Science, and the ALMA Board enthusiastically endorsed the initiation of Early Science, which began on
schedule on 30 Sep 2011.
Management: NRAO/AUI instituted a program to improve safety in the conduct of its work at the
ALMA site. The program involves placing two NA safety officers at the site, in addition to the JAO safety
staff. The primary focus of the safety officers is the work performed by local Chilean companies under
contract with AUI. The ALMA Annual External Review was conducted in Santiago 24-28 October 2010.
Site: The Array Operations Site (AOS) Utilities contract was delayed due to the termination of the
former contractor Jun 2010. The new contract work restarted on site 3 Jan 2011. The milestone in the
ALMA schedule to deliver phase 4 stations for Early Science was met by a partial delivery in Jul and the
rest was finished in Sep 2011. Acceptance of the complete Central Cluster (CSV Phase IV) is ongoing
and expected to be complete Oct 2011. Bad weather has delayed AOS Utilities work completion, but
the delay should not affect overall project completion. The Utilities Contract work is 49% complete.
Legal proceedings with the former contractor and the insurance company holding the performance bond
are in progress.
AOS road construction work is 90% complete. This contract restarted Oct 2011 after the winter break.
To date, all roads are already cut or filled to subgrade level and the remaining work is to achieve the
final level in the subgrade and install the crushed gravel in the loading area of the antenna stations. This
contract is scheduled to finished Q1 FY12. Recent bad weather also delayed the road completion, but
did not affect the start of Early Science.
Antenna: During Q4 FY11, the 15th and 16th Vertex antennas were fully accepted into the Joint ALMA
Observatory (JAO). Pointing acceptance testing began at the end of Sep on the 17th Vertex antenna.
Integration, commissioning, and acceptance testing on the 18th Vertex antenna is also nearing completion
with acceptance of the antenna by the JAO expected Q1 FY12. Vertex and NAAIPT continue to work
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with AIV to provide a high level of antenna availability; efforts continue to concentrate on resolving
issues related to encoder and tiltmeter faults.
Optimizing the performance of the nutator servo control system has continued to be problematic but
tandem efforts in GB with the 1st nutator unit and in Taiwan with the 2nd nutator unit are converging
on a satisfactory solution. Factory Acceptance Testing (FAT) will take place in Taiwan using the 2nd
nutator unit in early Q1 FY12. With a successful FAT, delivery of Nutator Unit #2 to Chile would be in
mid-Q1 FY12 for on-site engineering and interface tests.
Work continues toward the delivery of the six Optical Pointing Telescopes (OPTs). The production
OPT contractor has developed an alternate design configuration incorporating a new doublet lens,
CCD, and focusing mechanism. Following a review of this design with JAO, an independent assessment
was undertaken with a consultant; a preliminary report has been received from this independent
assessment and a joint NAAIPT/JAO review should be completed in early Q1 FY12 that will allow OPT
production to proceed.
Front End (FE): Production of Warm Cartridge Assemblies is 93% complete and on schedule. Delivery
of the Cold Cartridge Assemblies for Band 3 is 88% complete and on schedule; the CCA deliveries for
Band 6 are 64% complete but behind schedule due to low mixer yield and corrective maintenance
issues. Steps have been taken to improve mixer yield and CCAS reliability.
Delivery of the 14th NA Front End (FE) was delayed primarily due to Band 3 and Band 6 Cold Cartridge
Assembly (CCA) problems requiring removal, replacement, and re-test of the malfunctioning CCAs.
Band 6 CCA mixer production yield remains an issue. A second mixer preamp subassembly line was
implemented with an audit for electrostatic discharge. Total Band 6 CCAs delivered: 57 (78% complete).
Ten Band 6 CCAs have been returned for repair due to excessive oscillations and cracked mixer chips.
Total functional Band 6 CCAs available to the project is 47 (64% complete).
All baseline FE component deliveries will be complete by Dec 2011. Design of the Thermal Interlock
Module (TIM) is nearly complete.
Back End: Antenna Articles 61-66 (final baseline deliverables) were tested and passed in Q4.
Correlator: Quadrants 1 and 2 are configured for 2-quadrant operation, servicing up to 32 antennas for
CSV and for early science. Quadrant 3 at the AOS, and Quadrant 4 in Charlottesville, are in use for
firmware and software verification as more functionality is added. Quadrant 4 is undergoing PAI testing.
Disassembly will begin Jan 2012 so as to have a fully operational 4-quadrant correlator, capable of
servicing 64 antennas, in Jul 2012. Presently, quadrant 4 is extremely useful as a test bed for activating
new features and for debugging problems found by CSV. The delayed delivery of quadrant 4 currently
poses no risk to budget or schedule.
Computing: Release 8.0 of the ALMA software was deployed Jan 2011; and Release 8.1 was deployed
Jul 2011 for routine CSV use.
Science: ALMA Early Science Cycle 0 began on schedule 30 Sep 2011. The Science IPT continues to
participate in an Imaging Tiger Team at the NAASC that works with the CSV imaging team through
analysis of ALMA data to verify performance of the array. Science IPT members continue to work with
the NA antenna contractor to test newly assembled antennas before delivery to ALMA.
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SPO-7 activities: National Astronomical Observatory of Japan (NAOJ) delivery of Band 4 and Band 8
CCAs has been delayed due to pending requests for waiver. A total of 47 (64% complete) Band 4
WCAs and 49 Band 8 WCAs (67% complete) have been delivered. Two pre-production Band 10 WCAs
have been delivered to the NAOJ for performance evaluation.
Office of Chilean Affairs (OCA): The number of employees for which OCA provides ALMA with
legal, payroll and travel support is now 265 local staff (26 under AUI/NRAO). The shift forms for night
operators was signed by the Union, thus completing regularization of all work shifts for ALMA. The
Internal Rules & Regulations Manual was updated to include the new “ALMA Alcohol and Drugs Misuse
Policy”. A second revision to the Internal Rules & Regulations Manual was approved by the HRAG. An
automatic time & attendance system was awarded to a vendor and implementation is expected in Q1
FY12. The external payroll provider company (TMF) was replaced by a new vendor (Payroll Ltda.) in
order to implement a more effective software platform that includes an HR database, as well as improve
the level of service.
OCA continues to provide legal and institutional support for numerous contracts and procurements for
ALMA Construction and for ALMA Operations. OCA activities for ALMA Construction involve the Site
IPT, for example, AOS Roads Construction Contract, AOS Utilities – Electrical and Fiber Optic cables
installation contract, Fiber Optic Cable supply, etc. The termination of the AOS Utilities – Electrical and
FO cables installation contract with Echeverría & Kelly Ltda. continued to involve additional litigation.
The renewal negotiations of the Sodexo contract was finalized and submittal to NSF is expected Oct
2011. Monthly reports were issued to CONAMA (environmental authority) related to flora/fauna and
archaeological follow-ups.

4.2 Expanded Very Large Array
Expanded Very Large Array (EVLA) Construction
The focus throughout FY 2011 was on completing the VLA to EVLA antenna retrofit, populating the 1–
50 GHz continuous frequency coverage receiver bands in each antenna, and demonstrating the full range
of WIDAR capabilities. The project remains on schedule, with only a few outstanding requirements yet
to be completed. The financial health of the project is solid. Project contingency remains at a high level
and is in a strong position to assure project completion. The Fiber Optic System remains on the critical
path due to the delay in installation of the 3-bit samplers.
Front End: Production and installation of C- and Ka-Band receivers was completed in early FY2011,
joining the full complement of K- and Q-Band receivers already in use on the array. The outfitting of the
array with L-, S-, X-, and Ku-Band receivers occurred throughout the year per prescribed schedule, with
an installation of the final receiver planned for late 2012. Engineering development work continued on
the first receiver with solar observing capability, a modified L-Band. The prototype is presently installed
on an antenna and is undergoing tests on the sky.
Fiber Optic System: Installation of the 3-bit/DTS modules, scheduled for Q2, was delayed as a result of
the redesign and delay in sampler assembly testing. The installation of the first twelve production 3bit/DTS modules took place in Q4. Complete production of assemblies and an installation schedule has
been re-examined, and the risk to an on time project completion is minimal. If necessary, contingency
will be used to the accelerate the installation schedule by extending existing key ALMA staff who are
already familiar with the DTS module.
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Correlator: All WIDAR components have been delivered and the correlator’s capabilities are being
continually explored and developed. The hardware acceptance plan was completed Q1. A high level
draft of the on-the-sky acceptance plan only lacks final input from DRAO.
Science Support Software (SSS): The new Observation Scheduling Tool was implemented for dynamic
scheduling, which interfaces to the same databases as the other SSS software tools and uses a common
software library. The Observation Preparation Tool prepares and executes EVLA observations. The
Archive Access Tool provides access to the science data archive, and fully supports the download of
both VLA and EVLA data.
Systems Integration: The EVLA antennas resumed a regular overhaul schedule this year. As the first
antennas to be upgraded to EVLA status are cycled through the barn, their electronics are also being
brought up to the standard of the current EVLA design.
Array Operations
Very Large Array (VLA): The azimuth bearing replacement program is being carried out because of
excessive wear. Azimuth bearings on the remaining EVLA antennas are replaced at the rate of one per
year, with a spare bearing always kept in reserve in the case of a catastrophic failure. Twenty thousand
ties with ballast were purchased with ARRA funds. The goal of replacing 5000 ties/year was not met by
Q4 due to the more urgent need to repair railroad intersections and to build and pour concrete
timbers. Delays in these efforts were compounded by a manpower shortage. There were concerns that
the new ties could not be in place by the A to D configuration moves, and so tie replacement was
postponed. Reconfiguration to D-configuration was completed Q4.
The Visiting Scientist Quarters at the EVLA site were demolished Nov 2010. Due to expensive
maintenance issues related to age, rodent infestation and the corrosion of sprinkler system pipes
renovating the units was deemed impractical A new 90Terabyte parallel Lustre based file system with an
aggregate data rate of ~ 4.5Gigabytes/sec was added to supply data post processing clusters and staff
workstations. The archive storage cluster was increased by an additional 120TB bringing the total
storage capacity to 240TB plus a duplicate 240TB system for backup.

4.3 Very Long Baseline Array
The Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA): This software correlator began supporting two new observing
modes in trimester 2010C: correlation of multiple phase centers in a single processing pass, and the
selection of spectral subsets of the observed bands (“spectral zooming”).
The HSA continues to be available, though without the phased EVLA. Good progress is being made
towards commissioning the phased array capabilities on the EVLA, primarily through the participation of
EVLA RSRO visitors.
Tiger Team visits occurred at the North Liberty, Fort Davis (elevation bearing only), Owens Valley, and
St. Croix VLBA sites. An azimuth wheel assembly was replaced at Brewster in Q4. The major
mechanical work for the C-band upgrade is done opportunistically with each Tiger Team visit.
The installation of fiber-optic connections between Mauna Kea and Pie Town, and the U.S. Naval
Observatory correlator in Washington, D.C. was completed.
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4.4 Green Bank Telescope
National Radio Quiet Zone (NRQZ): A new Memorandum of Understanding was executed with Navy
Information Operations Command for NRQZ administration. Hundreds of NRQZ applications were
processed.
Infrastructure Maintenance and Repair: A 50% larger Green Bank Telescope (GBT) painting crew
yielded a record 12.6% coverage and twice the usual number of primary panels painted (96). Several site
infrastructure projects were completed under the ARRA, including an elevated water tank, building roof
repairs, and boiler improvements.
Storage facility: A new warehouse was built on site near the central instrument shop to allow for the
storage of equipment that previously was left exposed to the elements. This new building also allows for
temporary storage of parts built onsite and awaiting offsite shipment.
Internet Access & Telephone system: NRAO staff continues to work with both the state of WV and
private companies to improve the broadband speed out of GB to Internet2 as well as to improve the
phone system to Green Bank, which has suffered numerous failures over the past year. Progress with
the state of West Virginia/Frontier Telecom has been slow, but work continues, with an expectation of
a 10Gigabit/sec connect directly from Green Bank, WV to the physics building at the College of Ebberly
Arts and Science at West Virginia University (Morgantown) within two years. Another local telecom
cooperative, SKSRT, is also planning a broadband connection to GB.

5. Toward Future Discoveries: Observatory Development and
Programs
5.1 Coordinated Development Laboratory
The NRAO Coordinated Development Laboratory (CDL)
Amplifier Development: Several samples of new 35nm InP HEMT MMIC’s of NRAO designs from new
wafer runs were delivered by NGST/JPL team. These included two wideband 68-116 GHz designs and
one improved 67-90 GHz design. These MMIC chips are currently undergoing packaging and
performance evaluation. Parallel with this work, a new “chip and wire” design at W-band using 30
micron wide cryo3 devices has been developed. This 75-120 GHz amplifier using NGST cryo3 wafer
devices exhibited noise temperature of less than 70 K over the whole band with the minimum noise
temperature of 26K at 80 GHz. The best noise temperature in the band is about the same as the best
recent results provided by NGST 35nm gate length technology mentioned above. The work is now
continuing on improving the broadband noise performance and developing amplifiers with the optimal
noise performance covering frequency ranges of ALMA band # 2 as well as GBT W-band receiver.
Amplifier Production: A new 230-470 MHz low noise amplifier for the EVLA P-band receivers, funded
by USNO has been successfully developed and 52 units have been manufactured and delivered. All the
other EVLA deliveries have been on schedule. 130 new amplifiers were built and another 46 were
repaired or upgraded and retested. This included amplifiers delivered not only to EVLA, VLBA and GBT
receivers in all the possible bands but also to Max Planck Institute, CARMA and Cambridge Arcminute
Microkelvin Imager. Also to assist the MeerKat Array development, commercial L-band amplifiers from
MITEQ have been successfully evaluated at cryogenic temperatures.
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Advanced Receiver Development: The goal of the advanced receiver development is to digitize the
receiver signal as close as possible to the RF, and integrate the complete signal chain from RF to optical
fiber into a compact, low-power package. This will provide performance, operability and reliability
improvements to all NRAO receivers. Three experimental LNAs using SiGe transistors from a new
wafer run have been built and tested. This required the addition of Al wire-bonding capability in the lab,
a material system and technique not previously used in radio astronomy instrumentation but which will
be important in the future to leverage commercial advances in Si-based technology. The amplifiers
exhibit 6K minimum noise at 2 GHz, an encouraging first result. All components of the S-Band cryogenic
Digital Orthomode Transducer (DOMT) receiver are complete. If successful, this receiver will be more
compact than our current state-of-the art designs, and will enhance the sensitivity of cm-wave
observations ~ 10-20% by reducing the noise contribution of input losses in front of the cryogenic
amplifiers. A follow-up design to the S-Band DOMT receiver has been initiated. Based on triple-ridged
waveguide, this innovative design would achieve 1-3 GHz instantaneous bandwidth with no compromise
in receiver noise temperature compared to our current best instruments. This distinguishes it from
most other broadband receiver technologies currently proposed, where system temperature is
sacrificed in favor of instantaneous bandwidth. Work on the test dewar for the S-Band cryogenic DOMT
continued. This includes new wiring harness for the heaters, temperature sensors, and bias supplies, as
well as new control electronics, vacuum accessories, thermal transitions, and cold plates.
Millimeter & Submillimeter-Wave Receiver Development: The ability to manufacture SIS junctions is
vital to the maintenance and continued development of ALMA and other sub-mm telescopes. The
University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory (UVML) is the sole remaining U.S. facility with this
capability. These NRAO projects are being done in collaboration with UVML, the University of Arizona,
the Harvard-Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory, the University of Virginia Electrical Engineering
Department, and Virginia Diodes Inc. Following earlier contamination of the Inductively Coupled Plasma
(ICP) source at the UVML, good quality SIS junctions with AlN barriers are again being produced. A
wafer of 385-500 GHz SIS junctions have been completed and is ready for test. This band is being used
for testing new circuit concepts suitable for eventual use in ALMA Bands 10 and 11. Work has begun on
SIS junctions with AlN barriers and both electrodes NbTiN. Because of the higher energy gap of NbTiN,
this is a crucial step for next generation Band 10 and 11 receivers. Design of balanced and sidebandseparating mixers for ALMA Band 10 (780-950) continues, based largely on the 385-500 GHz
prototypes. A proposal was submitted to NASA in response to the call for proposals for SOFIA 2nd
Generation Instrumentation: OPTIMUS (Optimized Pixel array Terahertz Instrument and Multi-Use
Spectrometer), a 6-pixel spectral line receiver for 1.2-1.6 THz using Hot Electron Bolometer mixers.
ALMA Development proposals in preparation include Band 11 receiver development, and 2nd generation
receiver development for Band 6.
Electromagnetic Development: A C-band feed horn was designed to cover the 2-4 GHz range for the
VLBA antenna. The feed was fabricated and measured. A wideband prime focus feed (8-10 GHz) was
developed for the Skynet project at Green Bank. A small aperture corrugated horn and a short-backfire
antenna feed (SBA) were considered for an 800 MHz GBT feed array receiver. Aperture efficiency and
spillover were computed for both cases. A modified version of the SBA will be used because of space
constraints. The design of feed horn and optics for the 6-pixel receiver covering 1.2-1.6 THz proposed
as a Second Generation Instrumentation for SOFIA was completed.
Phased Array Feed (PAF): The phased array feed forms 7 beams on the sky by combining the signals
from 19 dipoles placed in the telescope focal plane. Applications include HI mapping, pulsar surveys, and
EOR science on the GBT. The primary objective of the ambient-temperature array measurements was
to test the design assumptions that the array system noise can be improved with an optimal impedance
match between the array-embedded dipoles and the low-noise amplifiers. This array was refitted with
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new dipoles for better noise performance and was tested on the 20-meter telescope. Construction of
the cryogenic, dual-polarized version was completed and tested on the 20-meter. This is the first
cryogenic phased array feed ever tried and has the lowest system temperature (approximately 35
Kelvin) of any PAF to date. Work was started on modifying the PAF front-end electronics to use an Lband fiber optic transmission system to carry signals from the array to the lab building from either the
20-meter or the GBT.
The Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER): The components for the 64element array in South Africa were fabricated, shipped and deployed successfully. The GB array has
been reconfigured into three north–south lines and astronomy observations continue with emphasis on
the study of cross-coupling among the elements. A $4.5M NSF grant proposal to expand the South
Africa array to 128 elements and begin Epoch of Reionization observations has been fully funded.
The Lunar University Node for Astrophysics Research (LUNAR): This is a grant from the NASA
Lunar Science Institute to develop instrumentation for lunar-based research. Current activity is focused
on the Explorer-class DARE mission proposal, particularly the antenna and front-end design concepts.
Broadband Active Feed: The cryogenic version was cooled to 100K in the receiver test range in GB
and the performance was found to be consistent with modeling.
VLBA Sensitivity Upgrade: Recording media and correlation processing resources sufficient to support
nearly full-time operation at an intermediate expanded bandwidth of 256 MHz per polarization,
equivalent to 2 Gbps sampled data rate, were acquired through a NSF MRI R2 award. The optimal way
to achieve 4 Gbps has not yet been identified and demonstration of this capability has been deferred
indefinitely.
VLBA C-band Upgrade: This upgrade will provide frequency coverage of 4.0-7.9 GHz and enable
access to the 6.7-GHz methanol maser line for Galactic parallax measurement. New receivers were
installed at the Fort Davis and Owens Valley antennas in Q4. The Brewster and St. Croix antennas were
outfitted with upgraded feeds in Q4 and are awaiting upgraded receivers. The expected completion date
for this project is the end of FY 2012.
GBT K-Band Focal Plane Array (KFPA): The KRPA was returned to the lab in Q3 FY11 for an
enhancement to add a wideband mode for two beams. The milestone of releasing the KPFA for general
use was achieved with 153 hours of observing scheduled in Q2 FY11.
GBT CICADA/FPGA Spectrometer (VEGAS): VErsatile GBT Astronomical Spectrometer. Work is
progressing on the first deliverable of one mode on one spectrometer in Green Bank in Q1 FY2012.
Construction and hardware fabrication is underway on the IF routing, clock routing, and signal switching
systems. GB-developed Monitor and Control software for the spectrometer has been tested with a
VEGAS simulator. This project is in collaboration with the UC Berkeley CASPER group.
GBT Precision Telescope Control System (PTCS ): Unanticipated complexity of the control kernel
has delayed the final two integration iterations (#5 and #6). Integration #5 is in lab acceptance testing,
but Integration #6 will not be ready until late in Q1 FY2012. Much of the GBT hardware has been
installed and tested, but complete installation has been de-prioritized in lieu of other more important
activities, pushing it past the Q4 Milestone, but still allowing for completion prior to the GBT tests. A
second digital electronics supervisor has been added to the project to independently assess the scope
and complexity of remaining kernel work.
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GBT 4mm receiver: Tests of the new 4mm receiver began Q4 using LNAs and post amplifiers from
other projects and GB stock. The optical table mechanism that was repurposed from an earlier W-Band
project continues to exhibit operations problems when the telescope is tipped, delaying final
commissioning 3-4 weeks. Post-commissioning, the lack of CDL-provided Low Noise Amplifiers will
likely result in further delays. Risk: Shared-risk observing and receiver release would be delayed, and
optimal 2011-12 high-frequency observing weather may be missed. Mitigation: Revisit criterion for reuse of older components and systems in new receivers (across projects). Commission receiver with
existing LNAs and second stage amplifiers to minimize delay when new amps become available.
GBT Dynamic Scheduling (DSS): The DSS team continued its improvements to the scheduling
algorithm, including usability and robustness improvements to the Schedulers' Tools, completion of the
new Resource Calendar to ease the scheduling of maintenance days and activities, release of the new
sensitivity calculator for GBT proposers, and continued improvements to the scheduling algorithm
inspired by continued simulation as well as scheduler feedback. Completion of the project in Q4 has
been delayed by one month owing to the loss of key resources.
GB 20-meter Telescope: The X-Band receiver was installed on the 20m telescope and connected to
M&C systems, cryogenic systems, local oscillator, and IF system to control room and demonstrated to
the UNC Skynet team. All interfaces passed tests and the receiver performance was as expected.

5.2 Key Partnerships: New Initiatives Office
Future of the VLBA: A workshop with major international VLBI and US stakeholders was held in CV
27-29 Jan 2011. It emphasized the enormous scientific promise of VLBA and that it would be severely
damaged by any reduction in the number of stations. Pledges totaling ~$1M per year for VLBA
operations were received from a half-dozen institutions. Intensive efforts continue to transform these
pledges into working agreements.
External VLBA Operations Support: The Shanghai Astronomical Observatory (SHAO) C-Band
receiver contract is nearly complete; an initial $50K SHAO contribution for VLBA operations is in
process. Max Planck Institute for Radio Astronomy is working to contribute $200K per year to VLBA
operations. All details of the ASIAA offer to assume the personnel costs of the Mauna Kea site
technicians have been completed, and the NRAO is awaiting final confirmation from ASIAA. A draft
agreement with CASS/ICRAR for a $125K per year contribution for at least two years has been
completed and forwarded to CSIRO.
DVA-1: NIO worked with TDP, DRAO and the SPDO to develop Letter of Intent for the DVA-1
program. The letter of Intent was signed. NRAO hosted a CoDR for the antenna design that was held in
Socorro 3-4 Feb 2011; the program received generally positive reviews. Following NSF's cancellation of
the remainder of the DVA-1 Program, NIO worked with the other DVA-1 Parties to develop a
structured closeout of the DVA-1 program to maximize the usefulness of the abbreviated program.
China: The NRAO Director and the SHAO Director signed Agreements 20 May 2011. Export
assessments for C-band receivers and future hardware to SHAO are underway and we are examining
both Dept. of Commerce and Department of State (ITAR) regulations. Significant progress has been
made on developing an export control program for the Observatory. SHAO will contribute $50K to the
costs of export control assessment.
Space Very Long Baseline Interferometry: A successful RadioAstron launch occurred 18 Jul 2011, and
the spacecraft is operating satisfactorily. First fringe tests are scheduled for early Q1 FY12. Any formal
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negotiations for a ground station agreement will not begin until the satellite is demonstrated to be fully
functional and healthy on-orbit, at the earliest.
Frequency Agile Solar Radiotelescope (FASR): AUI submitted a FASR white paper to NSF GEO/AGS
and MPS/AST. Discussions continue with both divisions
USSKA Consortium: NRAO personnel attended the USSKA Consortium meeting in Albuquerque,
which was focused on the response to Astro2010 and interfacing with the international SKA project on
possible activities this coming decade. NRAO played a key participant in these discussions, as in the
following USSKAC meeting in Arlington, VA in Jun 2011 at which the consortium decided to dissolve.

6. Broader Impacts: Radio Astronomy and Society
6.1 Education & Public Outreach
ALMA documentary: ALMA HD Broadcast Documentary filming was conducted in Europe Dec 2010
at Airborne Composites and Vertex Antennentechnik. HD filming was also conducted in CV during Oct
2010 at the NRAO Technology Center, the UVA Center for Chemistry in the Universe, and the UVA
Microfabrication Lab. Filming in Chile at the ALMA site included 20+ trips to the Array Operations Site
and a day of helicopter aerials in Mar. General Dynamics underwrote half the cost of the aerials. Filming
of astronomer interviews for the broadcast documentary was conducted at the Jan AAS meeting and
around the Observatory. The ALMA documentary has now moved into the editing stage. EPO has
filmed several pick-up shots of ALMA receivers and the UVA grounds per request from the editor.
Rough-cut video and the script have been sent to our potential sponsor PBS station for review and
comment. A space animator has been contracted to produce animations for the program, and EPO
graphic artists are also producing motion graphics.
Public website & social media: EPO staff and several guests met 24-26 Jan to brainstorm a vision and
content outline for a new public web site. A web programmer was hired. The public website re-design is
underway. The new site will feature clean, luminous “app-like” design and multiple “stage configurations”
for display of visual content. A thorough review of the available Open Source content management
systems resulted in Joomla being selected. Though the Plone content management system is used at the
NRAO science web site, and Plone is also being implemented in the NRAO Intranet redesign, Joomla is
a much better choice for the public site since it will feature multiple themes and substantial active
content. This new public web site will debut Q2 FY 12. The NRAO Twitter followers now number
1500+; NRAO Facebook fans have topped 4000 individuals.
Press releases & media: A press release and press conference at the May AAS on ALMA Early Science
in Boston generated significant press coverage, as did numerous press releases throughout the year,
especially those associated with the initiation of ALMA Early Science. A Popular Science article on
world’s biggest science projects features both the EVLA and the VLBA. A Popular Science feature on
“College Labs” will feature photos of NRAO summer students at the EVLA. A press conference held at
the Feb AAAS meeting in Washington DC supported a VLBA-themed science symposium and generated
excellent media coverage.
STEM Education: Numerous overnight educational events were conducted at GB, including student
research with the 40-foot telescope. The 2011 Pulsar Search Collaboratory hosted 230 students from
32 schools actively participating. Students discovered three new pulsars during Q2. A Chautauqua
course on radio astronomy for teachers gathered enough registrations to succeed after a 2-year hiatus.
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NRAO had a prime-location booth opposite the National Air and Space Museum for the USA Science
and Engineering Festival on the National Mall 23-24 Oct. and enjoyed capacity crowds. The annual GB
Open House drew 400+ guests and was promoted as an official Satellite Event of the USA Science and
Engineering Festival.
EVLA Visitor Center: Guided tours are part of the successful new “First Saturdays” program and are
generating visitation and gift shop sales triple that of comparable Saturdays in previous years. The Fall
EVLA Open House was held the first Saturday in October with 427 people attending.
GB Open House: This event, held 18 Sep, was marketed as "Family Science Day" and was targeted
toward local families, specifically those with elementary and middle school students; the turnout from
these groups was excellent. In addition to site tours and demonstrations, the Science Center offered a
variety of hands-on activities.

6.2 Diversity
NRAO continued developing a proactive recruitment process that focuses on finding and attracting
diverse candidates to the Observatory. The emphasis is on improving diversity within the Scientific Staff
and engineering staff, developing a formal process covering all levels of hiring within the Observatory
that supports diversity hiring and creates manager accountability for following the process. We are also
working with Dr. Marcus Martin, Chief Diversity and Equity Officer at UVA, on future collaborations.

7. Efficient Operations: Administration and Services
7.1 Director’s Office
Science & Academic Affairs (SAA)
Scientific staff: NRAO scientific staff across the Observatory was deeply involved in the preparations
for ALMA Early Science, as well as EVLA commissioning and Resident Shared Risk Observing programs.
NRAO scientific staff organized key science meetings, workshops, and conferences, including the Mar
2011 “New Worlds, New Horizons” in Santa Fe, the NAASC workshop on ALMA spectral line observing
in Victoria, B.C. in Jan 2011, and the Future of the VLBA workshop in CV in Jan, as well as AAS Special
Sessions on the EVLA and HERA. Chris Carilli replaced Tim Bastian as OSAA Head in Mar 2011. Dale
Frail was named the Assistant Director for New Mexico operations. Tzu-Ching Chang was offered a
split appointment (half-time with ASIAA) for Tenure Track Astronomer. Adjunct appointments at the
NRAO were reorganized and rationalized.
Jansky Fellowship program: Ninety-three applications were received for the 2011 Jansky Fellowship
program. The number of applications has increased ~ 10% per year for several years.
Postdoc Mentoring: Postdoc mentoring and training was advanced via the initiation of targeted weekly
discussion sessions; for example, on how interferometry works in practice, teaching an introductory
Python class. NAASC postdocs participated in a mandatory training session on how to reduce ALMA
data in CASA to support face-to-face visits. Postdocs lead the daily journal club and attend the weekly
meetings of research groups at NRAO and UVa.
Postdoc symposium: The annual NRAO postdoc symposium was held in CV in Apr 2011, with talks by
all NRAO postdocs, plus external experts.
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Jansky Lectureship: The 2010 Jansky Lectures were given by Prof. Reinhart Genzel in CV and SOC.
Sander Weinreb was selected as the 2011 Jansky Lectureship, and the CV and GB lectures were
presented in Sep.
Communications (COM)
Call for Proposals: COM, OSO, and OSAA collaborated to create new science web site structure and
content for the science community in support of new semester-based NRAO Call for Proposals policies
and procedures.
American Astronomical Society (AAS) meetings:
• 9-13 Jan 2011, Seattle: Organized the NRAO Town Hall, NRAO exhibition, ALMA Special
Session (“Observing with ALMA”); assisted with an EVLA Special Session (“Early Science with the
EVLA”) and an ALMA Splinter Session (“Early Science Proposal Preparation Tutorial”).
•
•

23-27 May 2011, Boston: Organized the NRAO exhibition and assisted NAASC staff with 2
ALMA Early Science Proposal Preparation workshops.
8-12 Jan 2012, Austin: Pre-meeting planning underway for the NRAO Town Hall, NRAO
exhibition, an ALMA Special Session (“ALMA Cycle 0 Early Science & Capabilities for Cycle 1
Science”), and a Splinter Session, “Proposing for Time on NRAO Telescopes”.

American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS) Annual Meeting:
• 17-21 Feb 2011, Washington DC: The AAAS is the largest science meeting in North America
and is well-attended by the international media. COM organized and chaired a science
symposium featuring VLBA science for this AAAS meeting that drew significant media attention.
•

16-20 Feb 2012, Vancouver, B.C.: Two science symposium proposals were submitted and
accepted for the 2012 Annual Meeting program. The first will feature pulsar science, including
strong gravity, nuclear physics, and NANOGrav. The second will feature EVLA/ALMA Early
Science.

SC11 conference (13-17 Nov 2011, Seattle): Organized the NRAO exhibition at the International
Conference for High Performance Computing, Networking, and Storage & Analysis (SC11) attended by
11,000 scientists, engineers, software developers, CIOs, and IT administrators from universities,
industry, and government agencies.
National User Facility Organization: NRAO COM and EPO participated in an extensive exhibition
held in the Rayburn House Office Building in Washington, D.C. 7 Apr 2011 that highlighted the
important role that scientific user facilities play in science education, economic competitiveness,
fundamental knowledge, and scientific progress.
Spectrum Management
The FCC was more active in one month at the end of 2010 than in the preceding three years,
concerning issues affecting radio astronomy. Some of the issues in the experimental radio license
proceeding are potentially troubling. NRAO is prepared to submit comments to FCC on: reallocation of
spectrum adjacent to the radio astronomy band at 42.5 – 43.5 GHz; prospective reallocation of TV
broadcast spectrum to foster sharing of some channels and vacancy of others; establishment of new
experimental radio licenses in test zones that might not be required to observe protections for radio
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astronomy bands since they would be in such remote areas; and on the use of radio systems that access
spectrum on an ‘as available’ basis.

7.2 Observatory Administrative Services
Human Resources (HR)
Benefits: Three benefits initiatives were presented to the Operations and Administration Committee of
the AUI Board in Sep.
•

Retiree Medical Plan Redesign – Major changes are being made to the AUI Retiree Medical Plan to
reduce the Plan’s FAS 106 liability and plan expenses.

•

Benefits Benchmark Survey – NRAO worked with Mercer Consulting to establish a list of
benchmark organizations for its benefits plans. Mercer completed a study of AUI/NRAO benefits
relative to these organizations.

•

Retirement Plans, Legislative Changes – New employer retirement plan sponsor disclosure notice
requirements will be in effect in 2012 that establish uniform, basic disclosures regarding available
retirement plans and investment options to allow eligible employees, participants and beneficiaries
to make informed investment decisions. HR is working with TIAA-CREF and Fidelity to update the
fund structures to meet the new requirements before the 2012 mid-year effective date.

Staff Promotions & Equity: HR initiated a process that provided senior management with the
opportunity to recommend staff promotions and equity adjustments. This process was completed in
early Sep and resulted in pay increases for 62 non-management employees.
GB staff position: To provide the GB staff site with support for employment, employee relations,
diversity and general HR matters, a senior generalist position was created and filled.
Employee Climate Survey: The NRAO completed its analysis of the results of the Employee Climate
Survey and established an action plan that focuses on four key issues: (1) Improve Morale; (2) Clarify
NRAO Management Roles; (3) Build Management Experience, and (4) Balance Compensation and
Benefits with Workforce.
Benefits: Completed implementation of 2011 requirements of Heath Care Reform (HCR) and other
Federal mandates in NRAO benefit plans. HR is supporting implementation through Q4 for the
identification of HIPAA protected information locations and sources and the development of HR
processes to maintain security. Work on Total Rewards Strategy continues, but has been delayed by
other tasks. Other priorities, including Health Care Reform and electronic open enrollment took
majority of benefits resources. Alternative Medical Plan Options – examining alternative ways of
reducing current and long term cost of active and retired employee medical insurance, including the role
of health savings accounts (HSAs) and high deductible insurance plans.
Training: Established an on-going management development program, initially targeting new and future
managers who are members of the NRAO Scientific Staff. The initial program focused on ~ 20 current
and high-potential future managers from NRAO’s Scientific Staff.
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Computing & Information Services (CIS)
Science Data Management & VAO: In line with the Archive growth predictions, CIS is upgrading the
Archive storage solution to enable ingestion at a rate > 1 Petabyte/yr. Work is also underway to install
an integrated User Portal to enable support of Observer Services, including VO compliant Archive
Access as well as enabling High Performance Computing to analyze these data. To support Early Science,
the immediate focus is on EVLA archive data management leveraging the Next Generation Archive
System (NGAS) originally adopted for ALMA. For GBT data, a collaboration with TeraGrid (now
XSEDE) has resulted in 200 Terabytes of archive quality storage being allocated to host pulsar search
survey data. Gigabit Perimeter router/firewalls installed for both CV and AOC bandwidth improved to
~700 Megabit/sec. CIS is proceeding with implementation of archive synchronization for EVLA and
ALMA to CV. The high bandwidth shared link from Santiago to the NAASC was provisioned and tested
at bandwidth sufficient for ALMA Cycle 1 Early Science observations.
Computing Support Service Management: CIS is moving to a user-centric service-oriented approach
to providing information technology in a uniform and scalable manner. The adoption of a commercial
grade Helpdesk solution has greatly increased our ability to track and address observer concerns.
Computing Security: CIS has adopted a Risk Management approach to security with identification and
ranking of contributory elements that could compromise the ability of the Observatory to service the
needs of the scientific research community. The 5-level ranking of information sensitivity and annual
security training for all employees is essential to this effort.
Networking & Telecommunications: The NRAO is a sponsored participant in the Internet2 and
National Lambda Rail (NLR) research networks from all major locations. We will continue to ensure
that the network capacity will be adequate to support operations driven by project requirements, as
well as those needed of video conferencing a data sharing with the wider community. Progress
continued toward installation of the 10 Gigabit/s network link from GB. Completion for the requisite
fiber build is Q3 FY 12.
Common Computing Environments (CCE): The CCE ensures that all NRAO sites and services are
actively coordinated where appropriate (e.g. e-mail, desktop standards and central file storage). The
increase in data virtualization and growth in mobile access (smart phone, tablets, and laptops) present
unique opportunities for enhancing access mitigated by security and manageability concerns. Parallel
computing infrastructure – 96 CPU cores and 50 TerByte parallel file system – was brought into
operations in the NAASC to support Early Science. A full replica of all ALMA archived data stored in
Santiago to date was replicated to the NAASC in preparation for Early Science. The first phase of
replication of ~ 200 Terabytes of 350 MHz pulsar search data was replicated to CV and then to the
NCSA archives.
Web Support: The NAASC User Portal and Observing Tool went live for the ALMA Early Science call,
and an ALMA-wide Helpdesk (hosted at NAASC) moved into production. An NRAO hosted “Science
Forum” was implemented, as requested by the Users Committee. CIS is working to create an optimum
computing, storage, and network environment for the NRAO user community, including increased
support for high performance computing and VAO-compliant archive access.
SC10 High Performance Computing conference: CIS participated in the exhibit, and had substantial
representation in the tutorial and technical sessions at this key annual conference.
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Appendix A: Major Milestones and Functional Tasks Completion Matrix
FINAL STATUS

Section

(COMPLETED AS PLANNED/NOT
COMPLETED AS PLANNED)

Subcategory

Specifics

Management

Conduct annual external review

Completed

Site

Complete antenna stations, phase
111/IV

Completed

Antenna

Vertex antenna acceptance

Completed

EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE
VARIANCES

ALMA-Construction

Deliver nutator unit 1

Delayed

Complete delivery of 5 nutators

Delayed

Antenna

Complete delivery of 6 OPTs

Rescheduled

Front End

Deliver integrated front ends to OSF

On schedule

Deliver warm cartridge assemblies

Completed

Deliver cartridges for bands 3 and 6

Nearly Complete

Deliver FE components

Nearly Complete

Deliver FESV

Completed

Deliver CLOA2 to AOS

Completed

Deliver antenna articles to OSF

Completed

Correlator

Deliver quadrant 4

Rescheduled

Computing

ALMA software release 8.0/8.1

Completed

Issue call for proposals

Completed

Start early science

Completed

Back End

Science
EVLA-Construction
Front End Systems

LO/IF
Fiber Optics
System
Correlator
Monitor & Control

Science Support
Syst.

Ka-band receiver production and
installation completed
C-band receiver production and
installation completed
Ku- and X-bands available for
Observing
Downconverter compliant for 3-bit
mode
Begin installation of 3-bit/DTS
modules
Finalize WIDAR acceptance plan
All antenna subsystems MIB
controlled
OSRO observing w/ 2 GHz
bandwidth
Observation Scheduling Tool used for
all observing

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

In acceptance review.

Optimizing performance of nutator servo
control system expected in FY2012.
Optimizing performance of nutator servo
control system expected in FY2012.
Production OPT contractor has
developed an alternate design
configuration. Deliverable changed from 6
to 4 units. Units to be delivered in March
& April 2012.
NA FE16 delivered in February. Delivery
to be complete in September 2012.

Delivery of Band 3 cartridges complete in
February 2012. Delivery of Band 6
cartridges to be complete in July 2012.
All components delivered except for gate
valve drivers and thermal interlocks. To
be complete in FY12.

Using as test bed for activating new
features and debugging. No risk.
Operational by September 2012.
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FINAL STATUS

Section
Subcategory
Observatory Science Operations (OSO)
Shared Services
Proposal process

User portal
Helpdesk

Science web

Specifics
Call for proposals and proposal
deadline under new semester-based
system
Re-in-source maintenance and
development of user portal and PST
software following termination of
Open Sky Software contract
Develop and implement integrated
ALMA/NRAO helpdesk interface
Web-server needed to host the User
Portal and Helpdesk installed
Deploy new “Plone” content
management system for
science.nrao.edu
Migrate all content to new system for
EVLA, VLBA, GBT, and NAASC

(COMPLETED AS PLANNED/NOT
COMPLETED AS PLANNED)

Completed

Not Complete

Completed
Completed
Completed

Begin mirroring the EVLA archive to
Charlottesville

Not completed

VAO

Support VAO queries for metadata
and raw data in NRAO archives

Completed

Post-processing
software

Deliver 2nd public release of CASA

Completed

Deliver 3rd public release of CASA

Completed

High performance
computing

Metrics and
statistics
Observation
support

User education
and training
Science user
outreach

Pipelines

Algorithm
development

NAASC completes the integration of
both on-line and off-line versions of
Splatalogue into the OT and CASA
Purchase post-processing cluster for
the EVLA
Purchase post-processing cluster for
ALMA/NAASC
High performance computing
workshop in GB
Design and implement automated
metrics dashboard
Software and documentation for the
ALMA Observing Tool (OT)
complete
Be ready to support 2 Gbps observing
on the VLBA
Be ready to support 2 GHz
bandwidth observing on the EVLA
Various CASA and ALMA tutorials;
Sixth Single Dish Summer School in
GB
Various ALMA, EVLA, and VLBA
conferences and sessions at the AAS
and AAAS meetings
Special issue of ApJL on EVLA early
science
Deliver calibrated EVLA/OSRO data
from AIPS-based pipeline
Develop prototype EVLA pipeline in
CASA
Deliver final end-to-end pipeline for
the GBT KFPA
Test multi-scale, multi-frequency
synthesis algorithms for wideband
EVLA data; implement Faraday
rotation synthesis algorithm in AIPS

Deferred to ensure proposal process was
not harmed. Will be initiated in FY2012.

Completed

Archives

Splatalogue

EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE
VARIANCES

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

GBT front page migration complete.
Problem with achieving required data
throughput, mirroring will start in
FY2012
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FINAL STATUS

Section
North American ALMA
Science Center
(NAASC)

Subcategory

Specifics

Operations

Commissioning of 16 antennas, 4
bands
User documentation in support of
first proposal call
ALMA Science Operations Readiness
Review
First proposal call and review
International end-to-end testing and
documenting of the ALMA operations
systems (including Portal, Helpdesk,
and archive) – joint OSO
Deploy a User Support configuration
that will support the multiple ALMA
Regional Centers
Start of Early Science operations

EVLA

Commissioning

Operations

Observatory Development Program
Coordinated Development Lab
OBSERVATORY-WIDE

PAPER

NSPO

NIO
Observatory Development Program
Projects
Green Bank Telescope
CameraDevelopment
MUSTANG100
K-band Focal Plane
Array
CICADA - FPGAbased
spectrometer

Dynamic
Scheduling Systems
Precision
Telescope Control
Systems

ANASAC face-to-face meeting
Proposal Submission Tool to support
the new OSRO capabilities update
complete
Observation Preparation Tool
modified to allow the preparation of
observing scripts with 16 correlator
sub-bands and up to 2 GHz
bandwidth in time for D configuration
Finalize a plan and implement for
disseminating large data sets
~ 5000 ties will be replaced along the
~44 miles of array tracks
Array moved into different
configuration
Visiting scientist quarters at the EVLA
site demolition completed
PAPER instrument in South Africa will
be expanded to 64 elements
Continue working with TDP and
PrepSKA to define and carry the
DVA-1 program through its
Conceptual and Preliminary Design
Reviews
Planning for the FASR construction
project
Delivery, testing, and installation
complete
Release of KFPA for general science
use
Completion of KFPA pipeline
Conceptual design review
Proposal call for shared risk
observations
Final release of the DSS with all
observing efficiency and ease-of-use
components
Laboratory tests of the new servo
system complete

(COMPLETED AS PLANNED/NOT
COMPLETED AS PLANNED)

EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE
VARIANCES

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

Completed

Completed
Not completed

Urgent repairs to railroad intersections,
switches, and switch boxes, and
fabrication of concrete timbers, took
priority

Completed
Completed

Completed

Completed

Following NSF’s cancellation of the
remainder of the DVA-1 program, NIO
worked to develop structured closeout.

Completed

Suspended

Project suspended due to outcome of
NRAO-wide development ranking.

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed Q1,
FY12
Delayed

Project completed but release was
delayed by one month due to loss of key
personnel.
Laboratory tests of the new servo system
are delayed to FY12 due to
underestimation of the complexity of the
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FINAL STATUS

Section

Subcategory

Specifics

Servo replacement hardware
installation on GBT complete
4mm receiver
VLBA Performance &
Capability Enhancements

Receiver testing complete
Early science observations at 2 Gbps
using at least 6 antennas
Transition of the full array to 2 Gbps
equipment
Demonstration of 4 Gbps observing

Correlator
Operations
Back End
Science
Operations

DiFX software correlator software
upgrade deployed
VLBA Antenna Maintenance Tiger
Team Visits
New digital backends and Mark5C
recorders will be complete at 6 sites
First successful engineering tests of
the digital downconverter"
personality expected

(COMPLETED AS PLANNED/NOT
COMPLETED AS PLANNED)

Delayed
Completed

EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE
VARIANCES
control kernel. Some H/W installation
resources re-deployed to accomplish
other non-PTCS higher priority activities
during the delay.
The final commissioning of the
replacement servo will be delayed and
the follow-on performance
improvements also delayed to FY12.
Q1, FY12. Ongoing issues with optical
table delayed final commissioning.

Completed
Completed
Not completed

The optimal way to achieve 4 Gbps is not
yet identified; deferred indefinitely

Completed
Completed
Completed
Completed

EPO
Public Website Redesign

Completed

FY 2010 NRAO Annual Report
Published

Completed

COM
External
Stakeholders
CIS
Full Implementation Networx
contract
Migrate the phone system in CV to
VoIP
Implementation of Gigabit link to
Santiago Chile for ALMA

Completed
Completed

In Q1, 2012. See OBS phone item

Completed

AURA /AUI agreement signed as planned

HR
Completion of non-exempt staff
review
Completion of Plan for Training and
Development

Completed
Completed

ADMIN
OBS

ES&S

Relocation status WIKI page

Cancelled (OBS
tracks manually)

Fiscal and HR are working to revise and
clarify the relocation policy according to
categories of new employees, existing
employees, and international relocations.
Prototype completed Q2, but automated
daily summary and web integration
delayed due to resource constraints

Grants webpage posting and tracking
of active grants

Completed

Visitor coordination software
implementation – WebEvent
replacement

Completed

Limited availability to skilled web
programmer staff

Replace Edgemont Road phone and
voicemail system

Completed

Q1 FY12 Cut-over completed during
Christmas 2011 break to minimize
disruption and allow for staff training

Complete installation of cell phone
booster
Conduct a Safety Review and prepare
Safety Report for JAO/ALMA Project
Director of the OSF/AOS FY 10 Q4
Finalize Crisis Management Plan

Completed
Completed
Completed

In Peer review
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FINAL STATUS

Section

Subcategory

CAP

Specifics
Create an OSHA 10 hour compliant
course for NM to be delivered by
ES&S personnel. FY 2011 Q1
Merge Site Safety Manuals into the
Corporate Manual and make available
online (already available online)
Coordinate JAO safety training
program with JAO Safety Office
Prepare and support audits/reviews
by: DCAA (CAP&ARRA), BDO (CAP
& ARRA), Booz Allen (ARRA), CBH
(CPSR follow-up), Chilean
Procurement Review (Internal-BSA)
Complete the Contracts Change
Order Procedures
Implement P-Card Program

FISCAL

Complete commitment of ARRA
funds
Revise the Procurement website
internal and external pages.
Organize the annual OMB A-133 and
Financial Statement Audit, prepare all
required schedules, supporting
documentation, and financial
statements.
Submit Cost/Benefit Analysis,
proposal, and begin implementation of
Electronic Data Management System
(LaserFiche)
Implement ACH transfers for
employee travel and miscellaneous
reimbursement for employees at the
Socorro and VLBA sites
Transition the processing of
employee payroll EFT transfers and
check processing to in-house
production
Update the Fiscal NRAO Internet Site
to include expanded contact
information, customer service input,
and service description.

MIS

Plan and implement Cost Pool
automation project
Update JD Edwards ERP software
from 8.1 to 9.x

(COMPLETED AS PLANNED/NOT
COMPLETED AS PLANNED)

Modified

EXPLANATION OF SCHEDULE
VARIANCES
Currently conducting seminars at
monthly Safety Meetings in NM

Completed
Completed

Contract safety officers in place; training
ongoing.

Completed

Completed
Not
Completed//ongoing

Fiscal was working this action. It is still
being worked. Delayed by audit activity.

Completed
Completed

Completed

Not completed

The estimated cost to purchase the
required hardware and software was not
considered a priority capital purchase for
the FY 11 or FY 12 Observatory Budget.

Completed

Completed

Not completed

Completed
On-Going per plan

The Observatory has developed a plan to
update the intranet page for all
Administrative Divisions. The contact list
for the Fiscal Division will be updated to
include expanded contact information by
Q2 FY 12.
Further development and testing was
performed.
Preparation, hardware installation, and
planning completed in FY11 as planned.
Implementation ongoing FY12.
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Appendix B: Financial Plan Completion Matrix
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Appendix C: FY 2011 Annual Observatory Metrics

Telescope Utilization (Astronomy, Downtime,
Maintenance,Test/Calibration, Unscheduled)

1

Scheduled = planned observing time.
Astronomy = amount of observing hours that concluded
Downtime = amount of hours lost during observing
Maintenance = scheduled period for technicians to service. Observing time is not scheduled during
this time. This time is considered ‘protected’ and is not interrupted for targets of observing
opportunity.
Unscheduled = time that went idle (unplanned); for example, for VLBA if no media was available or
due to the 10 weather environments and the tiger team visits; for VLA if no dynamic project fit; for all
telescopes = holiday.
Downtime = faults that occur during a planned observation; e.g., circuit breaker fault, fraction of array
unavailable, etc.
Notes: All month-to-month variations are within the standard distribution.
For the VLA, there is a trend to increased astronomical observing following the shutdown in Jan/Feb
2010. There is still a large allocation for test time due to EVLA commissioning.
For the VLBA, there is also a large allocation of test time to commission the wideband capabilities.
For the GBT, there is lower observing time in the summer months for maintenance during the period
when the conditions are not ideal for high frequency observing. The large downtime was for painting of
the GBT structure. The telescope was shut down overnight between painting sessions. The total loss of
observing time will be lower than previously.
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Telescope Usage by Observing Hours Expended in terms of
- US/Foreign Observers
- Astronomical Community/Graduate Students/NRAO Staff

2

All metrics are compiled by principal investigator, not project team.
Top graphs are in observing hours.
Bottom graphs are in % of observing hours.
There is no systematic variation from previous periods.
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Proposals Submitted during Reporting Period

3

Proposals were on a four-month cycle (October 1, February 1, June 1). This changed to a six-month
cycle (February 1, August 1) in FY2011, beginning with Feb 1 2011.
There was thus no call for proposals during this reporting period.
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Proposals Submitted During the
Reporting Period by Science Category

4

These categories were redefined starting with the Feb 1, 2011 proposal cycle. Proposals in each
category are evaluated by specialists in that field. Note that, by design for consistency in proposal
evaluation, proposals are approximately evenly distributed between the categories.
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Data Served during Reporting Period

5

1. Total data served from all web servers. 2&3. Specific plots for the main web site and for the science
web site
The main web site provides NRAO’s presence on the web. The science website is primarily in support
of the observers.
We are not sure why there was a larger than average demand for services in fall 2010. The increase in
demand in August 2011 was retrieval of ISSTT proceedings. (ISSTT is the annual International
Symposium on Space Terahertz Technology. The historical archive of all 21 conference proceedings is
hosted by the NRAO.)
The variations are otherwise within the usual distribution.
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Archive Data Downloaded during Reporting Period

6

Data being observed with the EVLA using the WIDAR correlator continues to dominate the amount of
data being accumulated in, and served to observers from, the data archive in Socorro.
The increased EVLA data downloaded from the archive in August 2011 was due to testing of the new
facility to enable shipment of EVLA data to observers on hard disks.
The small monthly variations are otherwise within the standard distribution and do not indicate trends.
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Archive Images Downloaded during Reporting Period

7

Images created by the VLA pipeline are stored in the data archive in Socorro. These are only available
for observations made prior to the EVLA upgrade. Archival research with VLA data makes use of these
images in addition to the uncalibrated “raw” visibility data.
These small monthly variations are within the standard distribution and do not indicate trends.
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Appendix D: Acronyms
Acronym
AAs
AAER
AAS
AAT
AGN
AIPS
AIV
ALMA
ANASAC
AOS
APR
ARC
ARRA
ASC
ASP
ASIAA
AURA
AU
AUI
BE
BYU
C&P
CARS
CASA
CASPER
CASS
CCA
CCE
CCU
CDE
CDL
CDR
CICADA
CIDL
CIS
cm
CMS
CoDR
CORF
COSPAR
CPU
CSA
CSP
CSIRO
CSV
CV
DA
DARE
dB

Definition
Antenna Articles
Annual ALMA External Review
American Astronomical Society
Archive Access Tool
Active Galactic Nucleus, or Active Galactic Nuclei
Astronomical Image Processing System
Assembly Integration and Verification (AIV)
Atacama Large Millimeter Array
ALMA North American Science Advisory Committee
Array Operations Site (ALMA, Chile)
Annual Progress Report
ALMA Regional Center
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act
Array Science Center
Associate Safety Professional
Academia Sinica Institute for Astronomy and Astrophysics
Association of Universities for Research in Astronomy
Astronomical Unit
Associated Universities, Incorporated
Back End
Brigham Young University
Contracts and Procurement
Corrective Action Requests
Common Astronomy Software Applications
Center for Astronomy Signal Processing and Electronics (UC Berkeley)
CSIRO Astronomy and Space Sciences
Cold Cartridge Assembly
Common Computing Environments
Center for Chemistry of the Universe
Community Day Events
Coordinated Development Laboratory/Central Development Laboratory
Critical Design Review
Configurable Instrument Collaboration for Agile Data Acquisition
Configuration Item Documentation Lists
Computing and Information Services
Centimeter
Content Management System
Conceptual Design Review
Committee on Radio Frequencies
Joint Committee on Space Research
Central Processing Units
Cooperative Support Agreement
Certified Safety Professional
Australia’s Commonwealth Science and Industrial Research Organisation
Commissioning and Science Verification (ALMA)
Charlottesville, VA
Database Administrator
Dark Ages Radio Explorer
Decibel
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Acronym
DBE
DDC
DI
DiFX
DO
DRAO
DSN
DSO
DSP
DSS
DVA-1
EoR
EPO
ES&S
EVLA
FASR
FCC
FE
FEIC
FESV
FITS
FPGA
FTE
FTP
FY
GB
Gbps
GBT
GHz
GPS
GPU
GUPPI
HBCU
HBT
HD
HDF
HERA
HFET
HPC
HR
HV
HVAC
IAU
ICRAR
IF
InP
IPT
ITU-R
IUCAF
JAO
JPL

Definition
Digital Back End
Digital Downconverter
Digital Infrastructure
DIstributed FX correlator
Director’s Office
Dominion Radio Astronomy Observatory
Deep Space Network
Division of Science Operations
Digital Signal Processing
Dynamic Scheduling System
Dish Verification Antenna -1
Epoch of Reionization
Education and Public Outreach
Environment, Safety, and Security
Expanded Very Large Array
Frequency-Agile Solar Radiotelescope
Federal Communications Commission
Front End
Front End Integration Center
Front End Services Vehicles
Flexible Image Transport System
Field-programmable Gate Array
Full-Time Equivalent
File Transfer Protocol
Fiscal Year (October 1 through September 30)
Green Bank, WV
Giga-bits per second
Green Bank Telescope
Gigahertz
Global Positioning System
Graphics Processing Unit
Green Bank Ultimate Pulsar Processing Instrument
Historically Black Colleges and Universities
Heterojunction Bipolar Transistor
High Definition
High Density Files
Hydrogen Epoch of Reionization Array
Heterojunction Field-Effect Transistor
High Performance Computing
Human Resources
High Voltage
Heating, Ventilation and Air Conditioning
International Astronomical Union
International Centre for Radio Astronomy Research
Intermediate Frequency
Indium Phosphide
Integrated Product Team
International Telecommunication Union-Radio communications Sector
Scientific Committee on Frequency Allocations for Radio Astronomy and Space
Science
Joint ALMA Office
Jet Propulsion Laboratory
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Acronym
JSA
KFPA
kHz
LIGO
LISA
LMT
LNA
LO
LO/IF
LSAMP
LUNAR
M&C
M&S
Mbps
MeerKAT
MHz
MIS
mm
Mm/submm
MMIC
MOA
MOU
MPIfR
MRI
MSI
µas
µJy
MUSTANG
NA
NAASC
NANOGrav
NAOJ
NAOC
NASA
Nb
NC
NIO
NLR
NRAO
NRL
NRQZ
NSF-AST
NSF-ATI
NTC
NWNH
OCA
ODP
OMT
OPT
OSAA
OSF
OSRO

Definition
Job Safety Analysis
K-band Focal Plane Array
kiloHertz
Laser Interferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory
Laser Interferometer Space Antenna
Large Millimeter Telescope
Low Noise Amplifier
Local Oscillator
Local Oscillator/Intermediate Frequency
Louis Stokes Alliance for Minority Participation
Lunar University Node for Astrophysics Research
Monitor and Control
Materials and Supplies
Mega-bits per second
Karoo Array Telescope
Megahertz
Management Information Services
millimeter
Millimeter/submillimeter
Monolithic Millimeter-wave Integrated Circuit
Memorandum of Agreement
Memorandum of Understanding
Max Planck Institut für Radioastronomie
Major Research Instrumentation
Minority Serving Institutions
Micro-arcsecond
microJansky
Multiplexed SQUID/TES Array for Ninety Gigahertz
North American
North American ALMA Science Center
North American Nanohertz Observatory for Gravitational Waves
National Astronomical Observatory of Japan
National Astronomical Observatory of China
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Niobium
North Carolina
New Initiatives Office
National Lambda Rail
National Radio Astronomy Observatory
Naval Research Laboratory
National Radio Quiet Zone
National Science Foundation – Division of Astronomical Sciences
National Science Foundation - Advanced Technologies and Instrumentation
NRAO Technology Center (Charlottesville, VA)
2010 Decadal Survey “New World New Horizons”
Office of Chile Affairs
Observatory Development & Programs
OrthoMode Transducer
Observation Preparation Tool/Optical Pointing Telescope
Office of Science and Academic Affairs
Operations Support Facility (ALMA, Chile)
Open Shared Risk Observing
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Acronym
OSO
OSTC
OT
OTO
PA
PAPER
PASEO
pc
PEP
PI
POP
PPE
PRC
PRL
PSC
PST
PSTB
PTCS
Q
R&D
RDBE
REU
RF
RFI
RSRO
SASPO
SEDS
SEI
SHAO
SIS
SKA
SMA
SMBH
SOPHIA
SOS
SPDO
SPO
SRP
SSO
STEM
submm
SUBTEL
SZE
TAC
TBytes
TDP
TES
THz
ULIRG
UNC
U.S.
USNO

Definition
Observatory Science Operations
Observatory Science and Technology Council
Observing Tool
Observatory Telescope/Array Operations
Product Assurance
Precision Array to Probe the Epoch of Reionization
Panel to Advise on Science and EVLA Operations
parsec
Performance Evaluation Process
Principle Investigator
Program Operating Plan
Property Plant and Equipment
People’s Republic of China
President's Request Level
Pulsar Search Collaboratory
Proposal Submission Tool
Petroleum Storage Tank Bureau
Precision Telescope Control System
Fiscal Quarter
Research and Development
ROACH Digital Backend
Research Experiences for Undergraduates
Radio Frequency
Radio-Frequency Interference
Resident Shared Risk Observing
South African SKA Project Office
Spectral Energy Distributions
Systems Engineering and Integration
Shanghai Astronomical Observatory
Superconductor–Insulator–Superconductor
Square Kilometre Array
Sub-Millimeter Array
Supermassive Black Hole
Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy
Student Observing Support
SKA Program Development Office
Special Program Office
Science Review Panel
Single Sign-On
Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
submillimeter
Subsecretaria de Telecomunicaciones (Chile)
Sunyaev-Zel'dovich Effect
Time Allocation Committee
Terabytes
Technology Development Project
Transition Edge Sensor
TeraHertz
Ultra Luminous Infrared Galaxies
University of North Carolina
United States of America
United States Naval Observatory
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Acronym
UVML
VA
VAO
VLA
VLBA
VLBI
VOIP
VSOP-2
WBS
WCA
WIDAR
WRC
WV
WVRAZ
WVU

Definition
University of Virginia Microfabrication Laboratory
Virginia
Virtual Astronomical Observatory
Very Large Array
Very Long Baseline Array
Very Long Baseline Interferometry
Voice of Internet Protocol
VLBI Space Observatory Program (2nd generation)
Work Breakdown Structure
Warm Cartridge Assembly
Wideband Interferometric Digital ARchitecture
World Radiocommunication Conference
West Virginia
West Virginia Radio Astronomy Zoning Act
West Virginia University

